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The Laubach Literacy New Brunswick Learner
Management application is a Salesforce Application
and community to manage the activities of each
council's learners and tutors. Within Salesforce, Tutor
Coordinators will manage contacts of both tutors
and learners. Both types of contacts will belong to
an individual council. Councils are managed by
Tutor Coordinator and/or the LLNB Team who have
administrative access to assist all councils. 
 
Within Salesforce, Tutor Coordinators will be able
to manage the Tutoring Assignment which
connects a learner and a tutor. They will also be
able to monitor progress by accessing each
assignment with assessments, goals and
sessions. Goals, Assessments and Sessions are all
connected to the Tutoring Assignment.



Tutor Coordinators
will be performing
the following tasks:

Adding New Learners, Tutors and
managing their tutoring profile
information

Working with Tutor Applications

Matching a Tutor with a Learner

Reporting on Tutoring activities



Track
interactions 
with learners

Tracking a Session and adding
notes

Entering Assessment Results

Managing Goals

The Salesforce Community is to enable
tutors to track interactions with learners.
Tutors will have their own private logins
created within the Salesforce
"Community". This allows them to see
the learner records assigned to them. 

In the community, tutors will manage
data around their tutoring assignments.

Within the community, users will be
doing the following:



Create Contact         Create Profile          Create Assignment (and Goals)         Create Assessment

First create a contact with
birthdate, gender, age, primary
language and pronouns.

Add a contact, and create a
profile for the contact.

To add a new learner requires a few steps to manage the learner
experience. You will create a learner by filling out their profile to help
with matching them, then create an assessment for them. You can
also enter their goals on the assignment as well. These are the steps
for adding a new learner.

Adding a New
Learner

Create Learner Contact



Creating a
New Profile Option #1



Creating a
New Learner
Profile

Option #2



Creating a
New Learner
Profile

NEXT STEP

Choose Learner and fill in the Learner Profile. Once you hit save, the Profile will be
given a number. You want to write down or copy and paste that number. You will

return to the original contact page and add the profile number into the Profile field.
(Once you type/paste the number in, it should pop-up automatically as an option -

choose that option.)  



Creating a
Tutor Profile

The steps are similar to those
for a Learner, but you will fill

in a Tutor Profile Form. 



click New Profile

After creating the contact, 
go to the Profile field and Creating a

Tutor Profile

profile # 
- Copy / Paste 



Connect a
Learner and a
Tutor

Before a connection between a learner and a tutor can be made, an
an assignment must be created and an assessment should be
completed.



Create Contact         Create Profile          Create Assignment    

Click the down arrow on the right and
select New to create the Tutoring
Assignment for the learner.

The assignment is the connection for
sessions, assessments, goals, learners and
tutors. A tutoring assignment should be
created from the Learner profile.
 
Once the profile has been created, you will
see on their original contact form that an
'Assignment (Learner) has appeared like
magic on the right hand side of the page.  
 

Once a learner has been created as a contact with a profile, we
assess the learner. Assessments are stored within the Tutoring
Assignment to assist with reporting.

- Only select the courses chosen by the learner
and click Save.

- The Learner is already assigned to the Learner
field. 
The Tutor field is blank - if you know who it is going
to be, type in their name to find their record,
otherwise wait and we'll show you how to "Find
Tutor".  

Creating an
Assignment



Create Contact         Create Profile          Create Assignment (and Goals)         Create Assessment

Once the assignment is created you can create an assessment to
set the baseline for the learner. To create an assessment follow
these steps:

Enter the assessment
date, type, data and
Save.

-From the learner’s contact record, go
to the tutoring Assignment record.

-Click the “New Learner Assessment”
button at the top right of the page.

Create 
 Assessment

Create a Learner Assessment



A report of tutors both matched and 
unmatched within the same Council will appear.
Choose the best match.

Click back on your browser to return to the 
 Tutoring Assignment record.

Click on the pencil next to the Tutor field and type
in the selected Tutor's name.  

Click save. 

Once you have a new learner in the system and have created their
assignment, the next step will be to match them with a tutor. The
system will help identify available tutors in the same council using a
simple report. To match a tutor with a learner follow these steps.

- The learner and tutor contact records
will be marked as Matched and their
types will be set as Tutor and Learner.

-Enter the name of the tutor in the
assignment.
 

- Click the button Find Tutor Match
- From the Tutoring Assignment record

Learner/Tutor
Matching

Connecting a Learner with a Tutor



In speaking with the learner you can pick some specific learning
goals or something very generic. From the Assignment page you
can create a Learning Goal for the learner. (This can also be done
within the Tutor portal).

Learning
Goals

Create Learning Goals



Session
Logs (notes)

You can add several
session logs by
clicking on save & new



After creating editing the contact record, create
a new profile

From a Tutor Application update the status from
Submitted to In-Progress. Once accepted you
can move the status to Accepted.
 
Once a tutor is accepted you will create a
contact and profile for the new tutor. Follow these
steps:
 
From the home screen in the LLNB Councillors
app create a new contact

Create a new contact for the new tutor

Tutors may apply on the website and the tutor application records
will be created and managed within Salesforce. LLNB staff and
Regional Councillors will process the application and create
contacts once accepted.
 
* Existing tutors can be created as just contacts with Profiles. Profiles
are used to manage matching and are required to created the
Tutoring Assignments which links learners and tutors.

Tutor is now available to be assigned to
learners within the same council.

- Select Profile type of “Tutor".

- Enter information related to the tutor
such as the councillor and Save.

Tutor
Applications

Creating a Tutor Form and Application


